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Box 59  Li Chi:  Anyang  (photocopy)
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        Weinstein:  Tall Ships on Puget Sound  (photocopy)
        Kresge et al:  Issues in Alaska Development  (original ms.)

Box 60  Bestor:  Aside from Teaching English  (photocopy)
        Gunn:  F. O. Matthiessen  (photocopy)
        Suh and Lee (eds.):  Political Leadership in Korea  (photocopy)
        Norman:  A Concise Manchu-English Lexicon  (Photocopy)

Box 61  Bauer:  The Holocaust in Perspective  (original ms.)
        Buxbaum:  Chinese Family Law and Social Change  (original ms.)
        Li, Victor:  Law and Politics in China's Foreign Trade  (partial ms.)
        Ahlborn, Hertzberg, and Russell:  Shock Tube and Shock Wave Research  (photocopy)